Overland Cart November 1 Pricing Update
st

Overland Carts have been improving since their initial release in 2008. We’ve improved the chassis strength,
throttle, usability and added new features. As we look to the next improvement, we are looking at the most
common question we have received over the last 8 years: How long does the battery last? This was especially
true with the carts that come with the standard 12A, 24V battery pack. In an effort to improve the overall Overland
Cart experience we are introducing 21A, 24V battery packs as STANDARD on all carts. We have sourced one of
the best rechargeable sealed lead acid batteries on the market. This will affect all the R-series carts and the C27
and C44 models. Also included in the battery upgrade is a charger upgrade. The new charger is a 5A charger
capable of charging the batteries quickly and safely using a 4 part “smart charge”. There is a small price
increase with this, taking the R-Series and C-27/C-44 retail prices up $100.00. To make the pricing more
transparent we have made the 27 inch chassis models and 44 inch chassis models the same price.
Model Number
R27-7T
R44-6T
C27-7A, C278A
C27-10A
C27-7*, C27-8*
C27-10*
C44-9A

Description
Garden Cart w/ 7 cu ft hopper
and Turf Tires
Garden Wagon w/ 6 cu ft
hopper and Turf Tires
Power Wheelbarrow with
hopper and dual ag tires

Old Retail Price

New Retail Price

$1,895.00

$1,995.00

$1,945.00

$1,995.00

$2,295.00

$2,395.00

$2,195.00

$2,295.00

$2,345.00

$2,395.00

$2,245.00

$2,295.00

Power Wheelbarrow with
hopper and turf/single ag
tires
Power Wagon with 9 cu ft
hopper and dual ag tires
Power Wagon with 9 cu ft

C44-9*

hopper and turf/single ag
tires

*Denotes tire option (T for turf tires, S for single ag tires)

The powered hand trucks and powered trash hopper cart are remaining at the same price while also receiving the
upgraded battery pack and charger.
Due to component pricing going up the Power Dump model will be increasing in price by $100.00
Model Number

Description

C32-7A, C32-8A

Power Dump Wheelbarrow

C32-10A

with dual ag tires

Old Retail Price

New Retail Price

$2,895.00

$2,995.00

The four wheel drive model and four wheel drive with power dump model will be staying at the same price.
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